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50 YEARS 
OF DESIGN 

1971–2021  

The human hand can’t do anything 

perfectly – and that’s the beauty of it. 

Honoring perfect imperfection has become my 

life’s work. I’m inspired by textures and patterns 

found in nature, translating them to designs 

in glass and pottery. 

When I opened my first shop in Kilkenny, 

Ireland in 1971, I never would’ve dreamed that 

five decades later I would have the privilege 

to share my products with so many of you.

I’m deeply grateful for our makers, our teams 

that work to bring products to our customers 

and all of you who have brought our pieces 

into your homes. 

Thank you for sharing this journey with me.
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DECOR

Rabbit*
6583 | 3" x 31/4" | $130
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Cat*
9116 | 31/4"  x 23/4" | $130

Derby Dog*
9371 | 3" x 37/8" | $130

Puppy*
9278 | 27/8" x 2" | $130

Dog and Puppy*
9244 | $250

Dog*
8465 | 4"  x 23/8" | $130

DECOR

It’s the little things that bring a smile, like 
darling glass figures and mindful Intention 

Stones. And with more people working from 
home, desktop accessories turn a makeshift 
corner into a real home office. Many of our 
designs are engravable, making for even 

more thoughtful gifting.
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DECOR

Nantucket Whale Paperweight*
8501 | 31/2" x 6" | $145

Elephant*
5890 | 41/8" x 5" | $145

Polar Bear - S*
3772 | 25/8" x 41/8" | $130

Woodbury Clock*
6190 | 3" sq | $105

Barre Clock*
9320 | 5" x 31/2" | $125

Woodbury Cardholder
1504 | 21/8" x 47/8" | $95

DECOR

Meriden Clock*
9018 | 37/8" x 4" | $100

Woodbury Tall Clock*
8422 | 53/4" x 3" | $150

Woodbury Phone Holder 
Walnut Caddy**

9361 | 1" x 6" x 8" | $80

Woodbury Tablet Holder*
9329 | 41/2" x 4" x 31/2" | $165

Woodbury Phone Holder*
9280 | 41/2" x 21/2" x 3" | $125

All dimensions in H, W | *Items come gift boxed | **Items sold separately Products scaled to show detail
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Woodbury Horizontal 
Photo Block - 5" x 7"*

5369 | 5" x 7" | $195

Woodbury Vertical 
Photo Block - 7" x 5"*

5370 | 7" x 5" | $195

DECOR

Woodbury Vertical 
Photo Block - 6" x 4"* 

1703 | 6" x 4" | $150

Woodbury Square 
Photo Block - 5"* 
1701 | 5" sq | $165

Woodbury Horizontal 
Photo Block - 4" x 6"*

1699 | 4" x 6" | $150

DECOR

Oval Paperweight
1015 | 1" x 4" | $50

Highgate Heart - M*
8218 | 11/4" x 31/4" | $35

Sailboat - L
1518 | 15" x 12" | $345

Sailboat - M
1519 | 11" x 9" | $235

Sailboat - S
1520 | 8" x 61/2" | $195

Products scaled to show detail
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Pineapple - L
6753 | 161/2" x 61/2" | $380

Pineapple - S
8265 | 73/4" x 41/4" | $190

DECOR

Apple
1375 | 21/2" x 31/4" | $165

Acorn*
8257 | 6" x 31/4" | $135

DECOR

Pumpkin - S
4117 | 37/8" x 43/4" | $115

Pumpkin - M
3787 | 5" x 61/4" | $165

Pumpkin - L
3788 | 73/4" x 91/4" | $230

Pumpkin with a Twist - S
9113 | 41/2" x 43/4" | $125

Pumpkin with a Twist - M
9114 | 6" x 61/4" | $175

Pumpkin with a Twist - L
9115 | 83/4" x 91/4" | $240

All dimensions in H, W | *Items come gift boxed Products scaled to show detail
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KP LoveYourBrain 
Resilience Intention Stone*

8078 | 1" x 45/8" | $70

KP LoveYourBrain 
Hope Intention Stone*

5386 | 1" x 31/2" | $70

KP LoveYourBrain 
Grateful Intention Stone*

8898 | 1" x 4" | $70

The concept of the glass engraved stone 
was imagined by Pia Pearce as a tactile 

way to help her family maintain focus 
through the recovery of her son Kevin 
after his traumatic brain injury (TBI). 

Use it to help with intention setting or 
as a motivational paperweight.

LOVEYOURBRAIN

DECOR

All dimensions in H, W | *Items come gift boxed
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DECOR

Buddha - M
6159 | 6" x 41/2" | $200

Buddha - S*
6000 | 4" x 3" | $130

Angel with a Twist - 9"
7257 | 9" x 51/2" | $395

Angel - S*
6101  | 4" x 35/8" | $120

Singing Bowl Set
6184 | 2" x 43/4" | $125

A Way of Living
Updated + Expanded Edition

3020 | 8" x 10" | $35

Cross - 5"*
6628 | 5" x 37/8" | $65

DECOR

All dimensions in H, W | *Items come gift boxed Products scaled to show detail
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PRODUCT CARE

GLASS

Simon Pearce glass is created by master glassblowers using the finest 
materials and artisan techniques. Hand washing is recommended, 
although dishwasher safe. Do not expose to extreme temperature 

changes. A shock in temperatures from hot or cold liquids can cause 
fractures. Glass is not recommended for use in microwaves or ovens. 
Do not place glass objects in direct sunlight as certain angles magnify 

light, causing a potential fire hazard. Glass is lead-free.

CANDLEHOLDERS

Due to the handmade nature of our candleholders, shapes and sizes 
may vary. Extinguish tapers and pillar candles when flame reaches 

two inches above the base. Never leave burning candles unattended.

POTTERY

Our pottery is lead-free, handcrafted stoneware. It is dishwasher, 
microwave, freezer and oven safe. If placed in the freezer, bring 
to room temperature before placing in the microwave or oven. 

Do not expose pottery to extreme temperature changes; 
this can cause fractures.

FLATWARE

All flatware is made of the finest quality stainless steel. 
While dishwasher safe, avoid cleaners that may contain citrus. 

To prevent spotting, heat or hand dry immediately. Please note that 
dry spots are easily removed by rubbing with a damp soft cloth. 
Over time a natural patina is possible. If oxidation occurs, light 

buffing is recommended.



www.simonpearce.com

orders + 
inquiries

109 Park Road, Windsor, Vermont 05089

Simon Pearce Wholesale Division
Email: wholesale@simonpearce.com

Phone: 877.452.7769 | Fax: 802.230.2410 
Prices subject to change

Photo by Judy Laliberte, Quechee, VT



The perfectly imperfect impression of the pontil iron is a signature of our brand
and a reminder of the human element of the glassblowing process.


